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PeruNet: Installing a UCLA seismic line in Latin America

Peru Network
• 49 sensors installed from the coast to the Lake Titicaca covering approximately 300 km.
• Multihop wireless 802.11b network controlled from UCLA using Disruption Tolerant Shell (DTS) providing semi-real time data delivery.

A map of the 50 wireless UCLA sites.

GeoNet: Next generation system for rapid deployment for aftershock collection

GeoNet prototype

Science Objectives
• Frequency of aftershocks determined by size of initial shock (Omori’s Law).
• Small quakes -> aftershocks for a few weeks. Large quakes -> aftershocks for a few years.
• Light weight instruments allow for a rapid deployment.
• Opportunity to study earthquake propagation (branching) in the near field and separation of a source from path effects.
• Measuring strong shaking from the largest aftershock for both science and engineering objectives.
• Deployment on erupting volcanoes where early access to data and analysis is important.

Geonet prototype

M>2 aftershocks following the 09/28/2004 M6.0 earthquake in Parkfield, CA.

SeismoPhone: Can cell phones be used as seismic sensors?

Cell phones as seismometers
• The new observation suggests that networks of cell phones in an earthquake zone could be used to detect events with fine resolution and take advantage of the telemetry to actively locate them in near real time.
• Can immediately generate shake maps.
• Worked with ‘Quake-Catcher Network’ researchers and NEES to evaluate accelerometers in phones.

Phone accelerometer records EQ

• January 23rd, 2009
• 7:42 PM PST
• Magnitude 3.4
• 7.4 Km below Venice, CA
• Event ID: c110373093
• Student’s 3rd floor apartment 5 miles from epicenter
• Phone: Nokia N95
• 8-bit – 40Hz 2G accelerometer
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